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Childr9..n11, Literature in the Service of International

Understanding and Peaceful Co-gneTation

Tehran, 15-210 May 1975

WO-king paper presented by the Unesco Secretariat

INTRODUCTION
p.

0

1- The educational importance of children's books has become in-
,

creasingly apparent in recent years. Reading habits are acquired in ex-

treme youth age. There is even a picture addiction acquired efore ,

learning to read whose subswquent effects are asting. Again adult be-,

haviour is more or less conditioned by the men al attitudes that are

*.formed in early childhood. Therefore it is not surprising that the care-

' ful thought given to this eject on the occas on of Ternational Book

Year (IBY)led to recogni of the need not nly to increase the pro,

duction of children's boo - very inadequate in the developing countries,

particularly - but also to watch over their content.

2- Of course, as was especially,_ stressed at the many meetings

organiZed in connection with IBY, children's books must be conceived in

terms of the young reader's own universe, so that they can first of all

discover and understand his own socio-cultural milieu; but in a world
,where nations are more and more interdependent it is equally importnnt
to stimulate children's interest in the tales and
ways

legends, traditions,-
of life, history and geography of other countries.

3- That is precisely the context of the meeting of specialist&

on children's books which the Institute for the Intellectual Development

of Children and Yourrg Adults is organizing at Tehran in co-operation
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an National ComMissfon,for Unesco and with the collabora-

o. In accordance/With the terms of the programme approved

by the Unes o General Confe ence at its eighteenthi session for the 1975-

1976 biehn um, the objec ive is to encourage the production and distri-

bution of books for the young likely tofut-ther international understqn:-

ding an mutual respect among peoples. The means is publication of hooks

reflec trig the cul sal traditions(written and oral) of different
V

natio s and helpi g children, and young people to appreciate the cultural

riches of other countries.
t

4- Thu 'defined/the object of this meeting coincides' at several

Points with he object assigned by the Unesco General Conference to the-

long-term orld programthe for the promotion of books and reading which

took ove from IMternational Book Year in 1973 and which' is based upon

four th mes:

a/ books in the service of e ucation, international unders-

tan ing, and peaceful co-operati n;

43/ encouragement of au

o copyright;

c/ production a'n. distribution of books, including the develop-

horship and translation, with due regard

ment of libraries;

d/ promoti of thireading habit (1)

#

(1) As guide 9re for ember States in developing their national book

developmen' prograomes, Unesco has published a pamphlet entitled " Books

for All progr 6fle of,Action" with suggestions as to possible activities

4
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5- Their terms of reference having been clearly defined (of.

paragraph 3 above). the first thing for the participants to do will be to

decide just what the expression "books for young people" means, that is,

Vto decide what age groups and what kind ofbooks (school-books, out- of-

school books) are
)

involVed. Neat, they should examine certain basic

questions which might have to do with the content of books (text and
a

P.lustrations; criteria for presentation of, cultural trbditions), the

various aspects of preparing books, and the means to be used for

strengthening co-operation among special'ists on children s books. It
;*would be desirable if, for the various points considered, they could

draw up recommendations which would be given' in t'he'ir ,final report and

be made known to the world book community.

6- This working paper has been prepared by the Unesco Secre-

1

t riat, in agreement with the meetings organizes, to facilitate the

discussions. Its chief purpose is to set out the subjects to which the

participant might give their attention, but the list does not pretend

to be exhaustive. It also aims at giving factual information, on par-
ticular points about the activities in the domain of 'book promotion and
development being carried on by the Member States of Unesco and by the

international organizations co-operating with Unesco.

I- WHAT fS MEANT BY BOOKS FOR CHILDREN AND YOUNG PEOPLE?

7- Once the participants have decided'what age group they mean by!

children and young people, they will have to decide on the categories o4.0

in connexion with each theme.

4



books where they would like to promote production. Today young People
A

acquire muchof their knowledge outside of school, and with the prodi-

gious expansion of audio-visual media books have become merely one source.
t

of information among others, so that the clear-out distinction which used

to exist between the textbodk and the out-of-school books tends to blur.

But the.two categories still have characteristics of their own which may

affect the choice of the means to adopt in the field we are concerned

with here.

,8- The school-book meets very specific requirements arising from

the curricula laid down by national education authorities. Its pedagogic

content, sometimes even its physical .format, results from the decisions

of those authorities, to which the author and the publisher have to cln-

form with very little leeway. Moreover, the schoOl-,book-especially the

'elementary school-book-enjoys/cde facto priority which is Conceded by

practically. every Government. Finally, even with the changes that take

place in curricula it is relatively easy to plan produytion 'of school-

bookslifpresent and future enrolment at the various lxels of educati.on

. (primary, technical and secondary) are known with fair recision, which

makes it possible to calculate production costs, set selling pnicee, and

Sign production contracts in advance of actual production.

9- The 'same does not hold true for out-of-school books, which

include both books, which are to be read for sheer entertainment and

books1which arF tional. Here, production is affected by a kind of

"non programmed" publishing. Because of,the variety of requirements and

tastes, not only is the number of titles far larger than with school-bOoks
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but average printings are smaller.: In addition there is a margin of

business risk which, combined with these two factor8, weighs heavily an

the production budget. Furthermore, while the customers for a textbood

are usually grouped within institutions, the potential readers.of other

books are-far more scattered (which makes the problem of distribution of

---.

primary importance. Leaving aside reference books comic strips, and

,."books!' on records or cassettes, we can devide'outrof-school books into

da number of sub-categori . pre-schoolf books (folk tales or other

stories, picture books); for schooL7Children (folklore, fiction, game

books, "how - tondo -it" books, miscellaneous, "introductory" books); books

for adolescents leaving primary school,(folklore, fiction, how-to-do-it

bolSks, occupational primers, advanced ,educational books); books for

litliteracy training and for th newly literate.

10- Docs the production of books for "out-of-school" cater for

needs less u gent than those met by school-book production? Of all the

problems arisi here, one at least deserves special attention: the

necessity of providing a steady flow of reading matter for.adolescents

who leave primary school and enter adult life without going through the'

other stages of eduCation. At school, these young people have acquired

.a taste for reading and even feel a need for it. But, all the studies
*c.

made of the promotion.and
development of reading show the danger that the

cultural pursuits of childhood and adolescence may be abandoned when
formal schooling ends and those pursuits are no longer adjuncts of
systems of instruction, If when they leave school young', people find

nothing that is helpful or really enjoyable.to read, if the only in-
expensive reading matter they can pet_hold of consists of comi.CsYiTs or

'7



trashy novels-in-photograph, then they will sooner or later fall away
. .

from culture and literacy. The hooks most likely to keep their interest

in readirig alive would seem to be how- to -do -it books' followed, fel/lowed

...- . / 0 1

by good recreational reading. The-howl.to-do-*It book; as its name Implies,

,

is a book-which helps its reader to do things or to make things.

teaches him how to handle tools and materials or even machines an

inttcates good methods oftwork. A beginner's technical manual essential-
"

ly practical, utilitarian, it consistsof simple texts and easy-to-un-

derstand illustrations - drawings orph ographs-: it is to popularizt:s

introduction to farming, health, nutrition,crafts, even industry at thc
\--

1'6-West levelMWorkshops or elementary mechanics), etc.,.As to reading

for pleasure, a book of good quality will also, in one way or, another,

be educational, while leaving more room for the reader's imaginatin

and sensibility.
dlts

II- THE CONTENT OF BOOKS

II- "Books for All-A Programme of Action", the Unesco pamphlet

already mentioned, published in 1973, has 4 special section on the
promotion of international understanding and peaceful co-operation:This
programme of action was formulated in the light of experiences gained
during. International Book-Year- with which nearly all the Member States

zof Unesco and.many international non-governmental organizations were
actively associated - A

.and with the help of an inteKnational committee
of experts. The preliminary paragraphs explaining theil'reasons- for tlre'
action proposed Under the heading "International understanding and
peaceful co-Operation" read in part as follows:

"Booksare means of cpmmunicating
spiritual values and in gp

E3
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doing are a powerful factor in bringing people together.

They in the mutual understanding of cultures, .and when

men kew each other better and understand eachother better,

co-operation among nations is furthered.

"Books thus can lay the basis for a lasting peace by dil-

e fusing the. ideals of justice and respect of the rights of

.Van which are its foundation. The content of books required

particularly care in publications for children, since it is.

necessary to instil from childhood the attitudes conducive

to international understanding. While promoting awareness

of national culturalvalues, there is equal -concern that

Chauvinism should hot replace national pride or insularity

impede the international' co-operation so essential frcons-

truction of a better world.

"Such co-operation must necessari1y be based,upon the

preservation and unfettered development of national cul- -

?ages. For this, national literary_expression is indispensa:-'

ble, along with increased publication in national languages.

The example of the Tokyo Book Development Centre

12- A most interesting example of pressenting the cultural tra-

ditions of different countries to young readers is offered by the Asian

Co-Publication PrograMme for children's books, which was started, with

the participation of seventeen Asian countries, by the Tokyo Book

Development Centre. The aim of this programme is to publish, in the

).languages of the countries associated in the project, large quantities
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of low-priced children's books which texts prepared by different authors

of the region have one common set of illustrations.

13- First,.pursuant to recommenaations of regional meetings held

in 1971 and 197 , and as an experiment fonInternational Book Year,

Japan brought t ilfustr'ated books out in fifteen Asian languabes:

tale, nd his Friends" ancUa popular-Pscience book on the circtila-

9r tion of the blood. The experiment was deemed a complete success, safe

for a few,detafls which it maybe interesting to mention here. It was

pointed out, for instaride, that the choice of green in the illustratiObG

to "Taro and his Friends" had aroused objections in one country of the
0

region where hat.color is considered sacred." Reservatiohs were also

1--- expressetd as to children's reactiop to the "gory" aspect of the second
. .

book But these were very minor points, and it was unanimously decided

to carry on with the programme andpublish,new'series of books for

children seven to twelve years of age, in the following order of prio-

-tity: folk tales, geography travel, popularization, of science. For the

Iirst series, whiCh was to consist f.three volumes, each participantins.

country was asked co submit two stories, one of which would be chosen

for the anthology. The criteria for selection were that the tories

A .

should:

a) be representative of the culture of the country; ) inspire a sense of
0,

human values in children; c) have universal appeal; d) not be offensive

to any group of people.

14- The programme operates in this way: the stories £re submitted

in the language of the country of origin and in anEngli-stt translation.

10
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i to a Central Editoriel:Board which is made up of,repreSentafives of

five countries of the region Japan being,one°- and meets4in TOkyo
1

every yr. A master version of.the.selected,ptories - in English.- is

carefully prepared with the help of specialists on childrep's books, in

a style which is poetic as well as clear and simple. Four-colour

lustratkons are prepared by leading artists from each country. The

English master version is then translated into the languages of the

various participantkng countries by persons with experience'in.writing

for children. Colour negatives of the illustrations Are made a liable

to national publishers. The size of an editeon ranges from r 000 to

100,0040 copies depending on the country. To facilitate execut the

prog ;.amme the participanting countries ,hAvle set up National Agenc es,
es

repr

mittee.

ntatilies of which meet inTokyo every -year as a ning com-

15- The first two :rolumes of the "Folk Tales of Asia" series

appeared in 1974. The third will be publishet in 1975, as will the firsFt

volUmes of the second series, "Festivals of Next will come the
A

series "Flora auna of Asia," whichm4ght be followed by series on

travels in Asia, chiLdrenls nursery rhymes and songs, humorous storie,,

national costumes, games, seasons; etc.., The co-publication:programme

lo
for children's. books in Asia has been so successful-that similar pro-

grammes are under study in other regiohs of the world, notably Latin

,America and Africa.
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Oral traditions
:7

16- In many developing countries such cultural-traditions'as

'tales and legends, proverbs, saws, maximlope rules of conduct, folk

`poetry, songs and instrumental' music, craftO, hOalth rules andremedies,

cooking recipes, social games, are in most cages transmitted orally.

If wtik do not wish this essential element of their national cultural

heritages to vanish in the more or less immediate future, there is an

urgent need to make a systematic inventory of it,-collect it, record it,

and transcribe it while it isstill'alive and genuihe. As Ronald Barker,

and Robert Escarpit write in "The Book Hunger", published by Unesco in

1971: "Ably exploited by writers,, a systematic inventory of these

traditions could give fresh impetus and new significance to themes,

forms, and modes of.expression which aie. deeply rooted in the ethnic

and national mentality."Neither the literat e of the market-plce nor

the lore of, storytellers must be neglected. Modern literature owes mach

to the inventions of ?in;trels
and troubadours, to ballads ;44 folk

tales."
,

L:

17- As countries attain political and cultural independence and

strive-to recover their national identity, and to ensure the wider ap-

preciation of their culture, efforts to preserve and.reyive oral tradi-,.

41.

tions are intensified an systematized. There is a shift from indivi-

dual efforts.to collective enterprises under the leadership of insti--

tutes, imuseums, foundationS, or'even the Governments. There is growing -

concern to make comparative studies easier dby a o ting common scien-

tific method2, to stan"dardize methods-of prdsef'va

12
ion, and systematize

-
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the analysis and use of the7Xterial that is collected. For thia the

are regular national and regional policies. Thus it is that the cultural

A
studies programmes which are being carried out under the auspices of

Unesco,in various regions of the world, especially Southeast Asia and

Oceania, give an important platerto oral 4raditior4oand that a ten-year

plan for the study of oral' tradition in Africa was, adopted by the Unesco

General Conference in 197'2.

18- Xben the oral traditions hage been collected and given perma-
i

nence by techniques which there is not space to discuss here(1), there

remains the question of Using them in children's books: books for ins-

tructive entertainment and,how.-to-do-it books.

19- As regards the first' class of books, it is clear that the

contributions of oral tradition cannot but further the integration of

\\ .

the young reader in his natural enviro ent, not only by creating a love

of Ois native land from, his earliest years, but by restoring the credit

of the modes of life and thought which have shaped his comMunity. Most

experts consider that young peope' development of permanent roots in

their nationita culture is an essential precondition before they are made

acquainted with the world outside. As rare Soriano writes, in substance;'

the acculturation of young people, cannot be successfully achieved unless

they are exposed to books that will not confuse them, that talk about
4

their country and the customs with which they are familiar. Only then
NOW

,

7

(1) However, the process of,identifytng, recording and transcribing oral

traditions is outlined in an annex to this document.

13.
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will young readers have tie possibility of becoming interested in other

books and other countries. What happens with reading is, in short,-

comparable to what occurs with their affective, intellectual and motor

development. The child must first acquire a clear awareness of his own

body, knowledge of his image and potentialities. If not, he will be

unable to establish any sort of communication with the outer world,00r

will he understand or love his fellow men. Ve'ry definitely, the shortest

path between the child and universal culture is via thediscovery of his

own oculture.

20- In how-to-do-it books, we too often find that modern tech-

niques, usually of foreign origin, replace, eliminate; or even make

mockery of ancestral techniques apparently obsolete. But those ancestral

techniques were the product of long years of human rowing-:up" affected

by contingencies which modernization does not always uppress completely

and they retain not only great moral value but also occupationaltsig-

nificance. The liking for work 1 done, the role of.the craftsman who

is not a slave to the machine, the special tricks of a. trade, craft

prOverbs, knowledge of the works done in the past, certain philosOphy

of life - these deserve to be presented, explained, restored to honour

. for the human and vocationft enrichment of young people who otherwise

get their instruction in a modern technique. Still, it must note e felr-

gotten that the first.,parpose of filial respect for the past is to aid

us in getting to know the present and constructing the future, the

great imperatives of every edu ational process.

Ir.4
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III- PREPARATION OF THE BOOKS

21- Even if we do not share the views of those who prophecy the
4

more or less imminent end of the "Gutenberg Galaxy" even if we hold that

the book still has a special position as a tool of knowledge.and ref-

lection, we must recognize the fact that the bdok has profoundly ch gpd

under the influence of audio-visual media. The designing of booksrfor

.children and young people who belong'to the civilization of the image

_must neCi4sarily take into account the ubiquitous competition - though

this varies with the country's level of development - of the cinema,

radio-television, and illustrated publicactions like novels-in- photo-

graph and comic strips. Besides having, a4we have seen, to meet certain

requirements by way of content, these books must also be both strong

and appea]ing in pr,esentation and,'in particular, they must have

plenty of coloured illustrations. This increases their cilst price and is

seemingly contradictory to a third requirement: they must be sold at low

prices, for they are quickly consumed and paying for the marginal part

of the family budget.

Raw material

22.L` The actual idea for a book may originate With an author, an

illustrator, or a publisher. The matterfor the book, requiring same

4 degree of working up and-organizing, may he frawn from a. knowledge or

ideas that are already part of the author's culture, or it may be sought

in oral tradition or in other books, either already published'Or still in .

manuscript, which haye to be rearranged or m derAized according to

15
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'present -day needs. In the latter -case', the work of adaptation and even-
,.

tually of translation may be a very different thing from literary crea-

tion in the true sense. These two techniques of producing the basic

contents are.usually both used for books combining passages taken from

4

other, works witty an original text which presents, links, explains, upp-
4

pJements.
A .

. y

23- The author tf the book may be a single person or a team Of

Apecialists, but in either case there must be closelcooperatiOn with th%

-publisher and therillustratoi. Today.it is held that children's books

should often be..the subject of multidisciplinary,research in which

speoializgd writers and artists in Association with psychologists lind

educators determine the forms of expression best suitable for communi-

cating with children. Qr for that matter the author can be a child or a

group Hof children. There have been many experifnents with prompting ,'

collecting, editing children's writing: either the children make up

stories practically all by themselves or they are given stories by adult's

for criticism And change the plot or provide their faun endings, to, suit

' their own imagination and tastes.

24- While they present particularly difficult problems when it

comes to technical production, espectially over paper and printing,

processes, books for children and young people also Lend themselves

exceptionally well.to regional or international co- publication. As we

have peen, texts from different oountries cap be printed, in each of the

different languages, using a common stock of illustrations.
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Preparing the text

25- Techniques for preparing the text proper differ appreci ly

as between school-books and out-of-school books. For the former,'"

out going into too much detail, we may distinguish: traditional drafting

techniques, determined by the reader's age-levels andispeciIic needs or

the author's pedagogic skill, all affecting vocabul y, synt tic
sw,v,

etc..; and its new techniques, mainly those of programmed i struction.

With 4-of-school books, the drafting techniques, are Bove ned fAri't and

foremost by the talent and experience of the author, but ary, of course,

with the kind of book (pure entertainment or edOcationalientertainment)

and the reader (average age, sex, milieu, etc...).

26- Front a purely practical - but far From unimportant point of

view, special care must be given to the mech nics presentation when the

text is being prepared. To help the other technicians who will be working

on the book, and to save time, the author should see to it that the

writing is easily legible, the numbers clearly drawn, the names cor-

rectly spelled (especially proper names, Which it is ,frOfood idea to pat

in capitals), the punctuation and accentuation correctly marked, the

Acorrections clear. A wise precaution is to have one or more professional

copy - prepares 'go over the text before it is sent to the printer.

l?rofessional copy-preparers, while good at spotting errors of subtance,

are mainly occupied with errors of form, e.g. of grammar or spelling.

Each one should have his specially (lit,.p4ature, history and geography,

science) and have reference works at hand: a variety of dictionaries, or

17
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special vocabularies, etc. Since one minute of the copy-prepares' time

can pften save many minutes olt the printer's they should he provided

> with the right conditions for their kind of work-quiet sound-proof

accommodation.

illustration

'(\27- The illustration, a particularly important elemen in beaks

for children and young people, require great care, the more so in that

they are not merely there to enhanced the text; their role is also to
4

help form the artistic taste of young readers and'to instil.a respect

for hooks.

25- The image mspeaks" Through its'form. Black -land -white or

coloured photograph, line drawing, shaded drawing,' hac ed dra

scale diagrams Ad sketches, caricatures f these forms has its

own force of meaning or emotio image must be used sagacicusly,

especially the more or 1 ss' abstract diagram, which it takes a certnin

amount of training to nderbtand, and even more the cqricature, ich
can produee effects very different f'om those intended. Another class of

illustration which esprves particular attention is that of children's

ewn drawings. Experien showsthat for Other children these drawings

have a most remarkable p)wer of suggestion and eloquenc Jand it is not

astonishing that,they.sho Id be used to iflustr many children'
' W

bookst In books for addle cents, the preferre illustrations are pho-

tographs and drawings.

29- The image also speaks its colour. We all'know that

certain colours, like brigh red and yellow, are aggreSsive, while.

- 18
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others, like pink, -lilac, light green, are soothing. We must also re-
.

member that the meaning of.colours can vary considerably from one cul-

ture to another: in some countries certain hues.are regarded as benefi-

cial or even sacred, others as balefulior taboo.

30- The impact of the image also depends on the aritisi's treat-

ment. Very broadly, we may say that the image is: informative, when

presented without "touching up", as in magazines and newspapers; ins-

45/tructive, when treated didactically - e.g. a

system-, a drawing, of a pump or motor, 'etc...

awing of the digestive,
h I

artstic, when designedi

to act aesthetically on the r;ead r s sensibility by the fall

by accenting particular features

,advertisement, when aimed at dir

ight,

by.stilizati n, even distorsion; -for

cting the reader's attention to one

particular aspect at the cost o all the rest; propagandist, when hand-
,

4

with,a view to compelling a legiance or arounsing an emotion which

has nothing tQ do with art. Nat rally-these broad categories of images

are not watertight; an image ma display one or more characteristics

and be interpreted in one of se eral ways.,It'is for the illustrator to

combine these differerit types o images advisedly, according to the

object squght.

The dummy

31- Once text and it ustrations are ready, we must decide on

the make-up,of the book as a to .l of communication, that is, choose the

format-that will beSt meet the needs and tastes of the public for which

it is intended: placing of illustration's, proportion of illustrations
Iv
to text, typography, number of pages, type ofd cover, captions and

19
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11,

explanatory notes, and so on. Book design is mainly the responsability of
, .

a specialist, the layout man, but the latter must work very closely with

the author, the 'illustrator, and the publisher., sometimes it is even

helpful to try out the proposed make-up on young readers..'

IV- MACHINERY FOR INTERNATIONAL CO-OPERATION.

32- To promote books and reading throughout the world, a network

is gradually being set up at national, regional, and international le,re .

At-the national level

33- In many countries activities'in book production and digtri- .

bution come under several different ministries and are more or less

compartmentalized.. International Book Year (1972) showed that in many
il

countries different branches of the publishing industry were often ae-

ting.independently of one,another and had few opportunities for comparing

points of view and coordinating policies. To remedy this sittiatiO'h, some

countries have set up natienal coordinating bodies - Institutes, 'Fodn-

dations, or Boot( Chambers - but the.° practice is far from general. That

is why Unesco recommends that 'National Book Development Councils or

similar institutions be established in every-country. These are coordina-

ting bodies in which repi"esentatives of the,public authorities and re--

presentatives of the various book milieu "(including teachers and readers)

can collaborate in working out ar,4 ,appIaying national book policies as

part of overall.development plans. They are calculated to. moderate,

rather than further, attemps at dirigism;' for they open4the way to con-

certed activities ;41 which people in the professiononcerned.and

people in the governm nt ervices,are no longer competitors, or 4
4 - ? 2; 0
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antagonists , but work together to make the book industry a real public

amenity. At the present time some forty countries already have, or are

establishing, :national institutions for promotion of books.

At the regional level-

34- Different as one nation may be from another, many of the

probLems which arise in connexion with the production, distribution, and

use of books are common to all the counties witflin a given region,

particularly the developing regions where very often everything has yet

to be done before the slogan "Books for All" can become a livirig reality.

That is why the regional meetings of experts on book developTent which

Unesco has convened at Tokyo for Asia (1966), at Accra for Africa South

of the Sahara (1968), at Bogota for Latin America (1969), and at Cairo

for the Air States (1972) have recommended the establishment of regio-
.

nal centres with the task of finding comprehensive solutions to the

problems peculiar to those different regions. the main functions of

these centres will be to organize professions training courses and

:7

seminars, to carry out research and studies, to collectend circulate
.

statistical information and data, and to promote the establishment of
-..

national book development councils. But they also tackle problems which

can receive satisfactory solutions only if considered in an overall way:

coordination of the book market at, sub.-regional or regional level, eli-

mination of legal and materialonstacles fothe free, circulation of

books, reduction of'the cost of transpi3rt (air or surface post), set-

tlemedt in foreign currency of_purchases made abroad, suppression of

customs duty on matetials required for book manufacture (paper, inks,
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glues, Tilm f9r pnotocomposition),,improVement of the dist
. 4 c

work, legislation an copyright, etc..

ibUtio net-

35- Three regional centres have been in operation for several

yeoe<already. The Karachi Centre, which is an integral part of the

'Unesco Secretariat, was initially created, in 1958, as a centre for .

production of general' reading material in five Countriesoof Southern

Asia. Its activity, which now covers the nineteen countries of that

region which are members of Unesco, was given a new direction in 1966;

/ and- it has become the central body for applying Unesco's book development

u.programme in Asia. The Tokyo Book Development Center wawecreated'in

.1967 on the initiative of the. Japanese publishers' Association and t'-.0

Japanese National.Commission for Unesco. Subsidized by this Associati(m

and by the Japanese Government, it receives a smalliimount inancial
7 .r.

logVie.

assistance annually from Unevco for organizing training courses in the

graphic,arts. Like the Karachi Centre with which it closyly co- operates,

its work covers all of Asia, division of activities between the two

bodies made on a functional, not a geographical, basis.'One°of its

achievements, as we have seen, is the Asian Co-publication programme for

children's books. The Bo a Book Development ,Centre for Latin America -\

was created in 1970 on the iniTative of the Colombian Government in

consultation with and with the aid of Unesco. At first estabrished on a

national basis, iit--has since been. tronsformed into a regional centre with

assistance from the United Nations Development programme (UNDP).. An in-.

.ternational Co-operation agreement with Unesco was reached in 1972. At

present this Centre,numbers fourteen participating countries..
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36- Two other regional centres are being establishe. The Yaounde

Cqintre for Aftica south of, the Sahara, the nucleus of which was formal

in 1974 on the initiative of the Cameroonian Government, is about to be

transformed into a regional body. In fact, a collective consultation of

African countries for that purpose has been agreed on at the time of

writing of this document, to take place at Yaounde in April 1975k As

regards the Arab States, a national centre was established at Cairo in

1973 ad part of the Egyptian General Organization of the Book. The

process of transforming it into a regional centre is now under way. In

both cases, the Governments concerned propose to submit a requesttoPthc,

UNDP for regional assi!ltancd in dxcuti-on of the projects and to conclude
1

an international ca-opo-.-aticz. aorr, :-.1cnt with Unesco.

) At the intarnational.

37& World-52cale activity fur'fircmotion of books and reading takes

place at two levelc: the level, of intcrgovOilmental organizations and

that of internat'i'onal non - governmental organizations. The main respon-

sibility Of the forme: is to carry out concerted activities to assist

the developing' countries, either by applying t tltilateral assistance

programme, hr by,prcimotioi# co,operation. Within the.United
. ,

Nations.System, Unesco's rote is to pebvIde. stimulus, guidelines, and

information: also, upon request of countries and organizations And to
it$7

the limit of its capacity, It proVided assilkance in the execution of

projects for book promotion and le,.yelopmeht. E t the do,-operation of

other organiZationssucb a4 Ile. World Bank, UNDP, UNIDO, FAO, Unicef and

ILO is a valbable dsae* pIementing the world-wide programme of
29
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ldng-term action. At its 57th session, held in Geneva from 3 July to 2

August 1974, the United Nations Economic and Social Council ncte'd with

satisfaction a report which Unesco had submitted, at its request, on the

contribution of this programme to the gals of the Second United Nations

Development Decade and invited all interested international organizations

to support Unesco 's activity in this field.

'138- As regards the international non-gover ) mental organizations,
..

many of which concern themselves with the promotion and deVelopment of

:books and reading even if it is not their primary objective, a special

part naturally falls to the organizations bringing together those profes7:

sionally concerned with books (authors, translators, publishers, book-
/

seners, librarieans) and associations for the development of reading.

In particular these org4niZations, in 1973, established an International

Book Comth.ittee which'has carried on'the wqrk of the Support Cothmittee

for Internetional Book Year and has instituted an International Edok

'Award designed 0 accord recognition for outstanding services rendered

by a person or institution to the cause of books in such#fields as in-

tellectual creation, publishing,-production, graphic conception, the

translation and distribution of books (libraries and bokahops),en-'

couragement- of the reading habit, and promotion of international co-

operation. At it last session, held at Mainz (GermanFederalRepublic)

in October 1974 under the chairmansTip of Mr, Sigfred Taubert, the

Committee recommended that particular attention be given to children's

books'dUring the 1975 -1976 biennium, in executing the world-wide pro-

gramme of action.

-,
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44,

39- World co-operation in the promotion qf children's books iS

carried out in various ways. Ii'addition to non-governmental organiz.a.k._

tions like, the. International Board on Books for Young people (IBBY) and 4
4the Vienna International Institute for CiWildren's Literature and

...Reading Research, which have consultative relations-with Unesco, there

are also national organizatiorls, both publicAnd private, which have an -4,

international eurView and which make a valuable. critribution. Also toA*
be noted are the possibilities of dilect relations being established

between thv strictly national institutions of different,countries.

CONCLUSION

'40- The terms of reference of this meeting may perhaps konfine

it$ wor* to questions concerning the preparation of books for children

and young people. But in the event that.the participants would also lik!!.

to,touch on problems of distribution, it may be helpful to remind them

that the various expert meetings convened by Unesco have all stressed

the fact that the fate of those books is bound with the existence of

special libraries for young resaders. Iccording to /be authors of

The Book Hunger, "young people are among the best and most faithful

custrnexs of public libraries, In librartes which. rovide a young

people's department, it is not unusual for the youn people to cbns
rtk'

titute30 to 40 per cent of the total readership.. Indeed, more and more

children's libraries are bc4fiug into existence and are proving to be

much better attended than adult libraries, 'with children below school

among the more assiduous readers."

!IA.- Establishing an sdequatesysteme libraries for yOung
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4.1m

people means creating a very large structure which may require direct

interventionOy the public authorities, especially in the developin9'

Countries. That is, policy on books fot children and young people comes

within the larger framework of a policy on youth.

7

0

Tehran, April 4975.
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ANNEX

OUTLINE OF A METHOD FOR PROCESSING ORAL TRADITIONS

To steps in the processing are: preliminary identification4full

identification, recording, evaluation and trlihscriptiOn.

I. PRELIMINARY IDENTIFICATION. This is dsually done by ethnologists,
/

journalists, or local government officials, and it apncerns:

1. The depositories of oral tradition, viz:

a. "professional" storytellers, that is, the ones who

are met with in market-places and public squares or when people gather

for local or family festivals: marria birth, youth initiations,

etc.. Thez are fairly well-known fig s and are often paiaeither'a

fixed fee or whatever 'their auA-ierice will give. They should be identified

and located.

1), "Elders" whn are sometimes traditional "notables"

but may be' merely the old people, of a famity,...clan, of tribe. They are

the Spokesmen, usually respected, of tradition- and of a certain wisdom

which has. been inherited from Oteirancestors and ripened in the course
.

.

of their own experience. They too Agold be identified and located.
4

2404L "material". While by the nature of things it is

'often imprecise, preliminary identification will at least tend to clas-

sify the items that are going t r corded in one of the major cate-

gorieb of the often complWbody of material Called "oral tradition"

- fOlk tales

- mythological or historical legends

- historical narratives or first -hand reports

- proverbs, saws, maxims and rules'of conduct

27
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.
- folk poems

- songs and instrumental music

4,

ceremonies: family, local, seasonal, initiatory, etc..

- ritual and oniln-ritual, dances

- crafts, sculpture, pottery, draWings, pain gs

- -ways'of-dressing, traVelling.'working, self- government,

etc,.

- health rules and traditional remedies

.

,

traditionak4lechniques and dodges for food growing and

gathering, hunting, fishing

- Social gapes

etc...' 4

With these temporary identification cards, the surveyors Can

quickly see what material should have priority in recording.

II. FULL IDENTIFICATION . When.the surveyor has studied the material as

exhaustively as he can, the temporary card is transformed into a

fullyresearched and fully checked description.

1. For every. storyteller or depository of the oral. tradition
.0

the surveyor should prepare:

a. a regular curriculum vitae giving, (so far as possibi,CO:

- full name (with any first names) and any nicknames .And

other appellations;

- age, known or presumed;

- sex; 28
- origin: people, tribe, clan, village, quarter, family;
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- languages and dialect' or dialectal variants known;

- periods of * residence and travels in various plade,

with dates and indicaticin of the circumstances.
,

The sur=veyor will obtain *this biggraphical information by question
.4%

nin9 the storyteller and his near relations, or the .persons who have

known him longest.
1

b. an additional card on which the surveyor wiffeva-.

luate:

indicatefp

:

- the storyteller's "quality" as it as struck the

surveyor;

/
!be stonvtellerYs

3

r

reputation in his own milieu;

- his co-operation with thework 'f the survey: Has he

understood the purpose of the recorkding? Did he show

interes0. Did he hold back?

2. For each "work", the full identification card will,

- the kind and the topic or title;

- the length;

- the language or dialect;

the geographical locatiqn and human bommunity where4

where the work was collected;.

1.the geographical' and human background of.the story,

if different froth the preceding; 29
- the "moment in Cime".evoked, with dates if possible;
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3.

r

-

- other features, if any.

For the recordinR itself, a Summary of the "dope-sheet"

(an identification sheet, as dotailed as possible, that

goes into its box with the recording) will be jotted on

the full identification card:

a. Kind of recording:

- recording apparatus: Nagra. Mini
4

K-7 eto.;

brand of tape, speed of recording;

J- "gauge o ne- camera film : 8, super., 16 or 35mm,

whet er with:

ptical sound track;

- magnetic track,
ti

- or silent

= photographs on paper (dimensions), on Slim (dimensions

- Slides, black and white or dolour

- drawing: size, line, shaded, colour, artistts identity
c

b. Presentitechnique used in the recording:

w
- the storyteller alone

- the storYtollqr-gnestioned: by whom?
-1.

- the storyteller in a circle of familiar auditors.
A

;two or more storytellers on the same subject,:
-q0

succession;

one after Ale other

in. Cighlogue with one another'

- presenting contrasting points of view 30
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- discussing lith-One another

6 - arguing wit one an t r,

c. Identi t of the"- ecordin :

- date;

plade;

- operators: names, professional qualifications, func-

tions;

- special' 'features, if any.

These different entries on the full identification card make,it

possible to coppile reference and re.seareh repertories. They can be noted

'down on thy card, on set forms which will make it easy to trace them.

III. RECORDING. This follows certain rules imposed by the recording

technique itself' and by processing needs reference, transcription,

preservation.

1. Tape-recording

a. Taping is usually done by a mobile team of two ope-

rators with a portable recorder of the'Nigra or, if

.need be, Mini K-7 type. With a more refined apparatus

(radio or video-recording van), a larger, more spe-,

cialized team is needed.

b. Making this kind of recording requires the taking :,f1

certain precautionp in addition to technical onus,

instance:

- recording at the start and finish of the tape a brief

31.
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descriptive notice giving tha atorytellerla name, the

title Or topic of the story, the place, the date, the
------

number of the sequence which follows or which is being

ended. r

- fepetition,of details which are important or are liable

to be misunderstood: dates, names of.p ons and places,

wordgiuttered by the "-characters"; etc.., with careful

articulation to make the work of transcription easier.
--A

2. Photographic and cinematographic recording:

a. Conditions imposed by technique,; see and brief

speOalists.

b. prepare as full a ".dope-sheet" or identification

sheet as possible.

3. Drawings: for whatever kind -of drawing is used (perspec-

tive, dimensioned sketch, mdchanical drawing), include

the maximum of numerical indicitions and explanatory

notes. Identify the draughtsman.

IV. EVALUATION:

1. Given the volume and variety of the traditions itemized

on the temporary cards, there should be a first evalu-

ation for the purpose of establishing a programme of

recording priorities. The fUll_cards will be prepared by

the persons responsible for the priority programme.

2. The unedited recordings are evaltated with a iew to

32
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establishing:

a. a classification by order of interest and urgency of

. processing'.

b. a processing programme: Sometimes - or often - the

unedited records have to be confirmed. or amplified.

c. a programme. of transcription and publication. -'1

V. TRANSCRIPTION
) /7-

1. The transition from oral to written text gives rise to

various problems:

a. The transcriber must be perfectly familiar with the

language, of the recording, first in its oral form

(with dialectalsnuances) and then in Its written form.

b. Does the,language record,' already have a standar-
.

dized ,alphabet?

c. Can this alphabet be used on composing machines?

2. The transition from live song (and music) to the written

conservation form also poses problems of sufficiently

qualified personnel.,,,

33


